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Abstract
Cellular networks are currently facing severe traffic overload 
problems caused by excessive traffic demands. Offloading part 
of the cellular traffic through other forms of networks, such as 
Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) and WiFi hotspot, is a promising 
solution since these networks can only provide intermittent 
connectivity to mobile users, utilizing them for cellular traffic 
offloading may result in a non negligible delay. As the delay 
increases, the users’ satisfaction decreases. we investigate the 
tradeoff between the amount of traffic being offloaded and the users’ 
satisfaction. We provide a novel incentive framework to motivate 
users to leverage their delay tolerance for cellular traffic offloading 
To minimize the incentive cost given an offloading target users 
with high delay tolerance and large offloading potential should be 
prioritized for traffic offloading To effectively capture the dynamic 
characteristics of users’ delay tolerance our incentive framework 
is based on reverse auction to let users proactively express their 
delay tolerance by submitting bids. We further illustrate how to 
predict the offloading potential of the users by using stochastic 
analysis for both DTN and WiFi cases Extensive trace-driven 
simulations verify the efficiency of our incentive framework for 
cellular traffic offloading Block Diagram the proposed System to 
implications Greedy and Enhanced greedy algorithms.
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I. Introduction
In most cases, due to user mobility, these networks available 
for cellular traffic offloading only provide intermittent [8] and 
opportunistic network connectivity to the users, and the traffic 
offloading hence results in no negligible data downloading 
delay. In general, more offloading opportunities may appear by 
requesting the mobile users to wait for a longer time before actually 
downloading the data from the cellular networks, but this will also 
make the users become more impatient and, hence, reduce their 
satisfaction. In this paper, we focus on investigating the tradeoff 
between the amount of traffic being offloaded[6] and the users’ 
satisfaction, and propose a novel incentive framework to motivate 
users to leverage their delay tolerance for traffic offloading. 
Users are provided with incentives; i.e., receiving discount for 
their service charge if they are willing to wait longer for data 
downloading. During the delay, part of the cellular data traffic 
may be opportunistically offloaded to other networks mentioned 
above, and the user is assured to receive the remaining part of the 
data via cellular network when the delay period ends the same 
period of delay, users with larger offloading potential are able to 
offload more data traffic.For example, the offloading potential 
of a user who requests popular data is large because it can easily 
retrieve the data pieces from other contacted peer users during 
the delay period. Also[9], if a user has high probability to pass by 
some WiFi hotspots, its offloading potential is large. To effectively 
[7] capture the offloading potential of the users, we propose two 
accurate prediction models for DTN and WiFi case, respectively. 

The optimal auction outcome is determined by considering both 
the delay tolerance and offloading potential of the users to achieve 
the minimum incentive cost, given an offloading target. The 
auction winners set up contracts with the network[10] operator 
for the delay they wait and the coupon they earn, and other users 
directly download data via cellular network at the original price. 
More specifically, the contribution of the paper is threefold This 
paper substantially extends the preliminary version of our results 
appeared in [14]. In [11], we mainly focused on how to stimulate 
users to offload cellular traffic via DTNs. In this paper, we propose 
a more general framework that considers both DTNs and WiFi 
case. We provide an accurate model to predict users’ offloading 
potential in the WiFi case and perform trace-driven simulations 
to evaluate its performance. In addition, we change the data query 
model in [13] to more realistic Zipf-like distribution to evaluate 
our framework

II. Existing System
The optimal auction outcome is determined by considering both 
the delay tolerance and offloading potential of the users to achieve 
the minimum incentive cost, given an offloading target [4]. The 
auction winners set up contracts with the network operator for the 
delay they wait and the coupon they earn, and other users directly 
download data via cellular network at the original price. More 
specifically, the contribution of the paper is threefold [5].
We propose a novel incentive framework, Win Coupon based on 
reverse auction, to motivate users leveraging their delay tolerance 
for cellular traffic offloading, which have three desirable properties 
[7].
Truthfulness, individual rationality, and, low computational 
complexity [6]
We provide an accurate model using stochastic analysis to predict 
users’ offloading potential based on their data access and mobility 
patterns in the DTN case [3]
We provide an accurate Semi Markov-based prediction model to 
predict users’ offloading potential based on their mobility patterns 
and the geographical distribution of WiFi hotspots in the WiFi 
case [9].

A. The Big Picture
In this section, we give an overview of the Win-Coupon framework. 
By considering the users’ delay tolerance and offloading potential, 
Win-Coupon uses a reverse auction based incentive mechanism to 
motivate users to help cellular traffic offloading. Fig. 1 illustrates 
the main idea. The network operator acts as the buyer, who offers 
coupons to users in exchange for them to wait for some time and 
opportunistically offload the traffic [9] When users request data, 
they are motivated to send bids along with their request messages 
to the network operator. Each bid includes the information of how 
long the user is willing to wait and how much coupon he wants 
to obtain as a return for the extra delay[6]. Then, the network 
operator infers users’ delay tolerance. In addition, users’ offloading 
potential should also be considered when deciding the auction 
outcome. Based on the historical system parameters collected, 
such as users’ data access and mobility patterns, their future value 
can be predicted by conducting network modeling, and then based 
on the information, users’ offloading potential can be predicted. 
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The optimal auction outcome is to minimize the network operator’s 
incentive cost subject to a given offloading target according to 
the bidders’ delay tolerance and offloading potential. The auction 
contains two main steps: allocation and pricing. In the allocation 
step, the network operator decides which bidders are the winners 
and how long they need to wait. In the pricing step, the network 
operator decides how much to pay for each winner. Finally, the 
network operator returns the bidders with the auction outcome 
that includes the assigned delay and the value of coupon for each 
bidder.

Fig. 1: The Main Idea of Win-Coupon

B. Auction Algorithms
Win-Coupon is run periodically in each auction round. Usually, 
the auction would result in an extra delay [14] for the bidders 
to wait for the auction outcome. However, different from other 
long-term auctions, such as the FCC-style spectrum leasing, the 
auction round in our scenario is very short, since hundreds of 
users may request cellular data service at the same time. Also, [9] 
because the bidders who are willing to submit bids are supposed 
to have a certain degree of delay tolerance, the extra delay caused 
by auction can be neglected. Next, we describe two main steps of 
the auction allocation and pricing [2].

Fig. 2: Auction Algorithms

C. Allocation
In traditional reverse auction, the allocation solution is purely 
decided by the bids; i.e., the bidders who bid the lowest price win 
the game in our scenario, besides the bids that express the bidders’ 
delay tolerance, the offloading potential of the bidders should 
also be considered. Let ft1; t2; ... ; tjN jg represent the allocation 
solution, where ti denotes the length of delay that network operator 
wants to buy from bidder i. Note that because each bidder is 
asked to wait for integer multiples of time unit, ti is an integer. If 
ti equals zero, bidder [8] loses the game The allocation problem 
in Win-Coupon can be formulated.

D. Pricing
The VCG-style pricing is generally used in forward auction, 
which involves single seller with limited resources [8] for sale, 
and multiple buyers. The bidders who have the highest bid win the 
game, and each winning bidder pays the “opportunity cost” that 
its presence introduces to [5] others It is proved that this pricing 
algorithm provides bidders with the incentives to set their bids 
truthfully. Based on the basic idea, in our pricing algorithm [9], 
the network operator also pays bidder i the coupon with value 
equal to the “opportunity cost” exerted to all the other bidders 
due to presence [4].

III. Proposed Work

A. Target-Set Selection
Service providers may deliver the information to only a small 
fraction of selected users to reduce mobile data traffic and their 
operation cost, this selection process [9] is known as Target-set 
selection. Target-set selection is the first step toward bootstrapping 
mobile data offloading for information delivery in MoSoNets 
[6]

Fig. 3: Routing Optimizations Authority

B. Sub modularity of the Information Dissemination 
Function
The well-known greedy algorithm is applied to identify the target 
set and evaluate that the information dissemination function is sub 
modular [5] the greedy algorithm proposed to identify the target 
set. For any subset S of the users, the information dissemination 
function(S) gives the final number of infected users .when S is the 
initial target set The function G {(.)} is sub modular if it satisfies 
the diminishing returns rule.
 𝑔( 𝑆 ∪{ 𝑢}) – 𝑔(  𝑠) ≥ 𝑔 ( 𝑆 1 ∪{ 𝑢 }) − 𝑔( 𝑠1 ) 
For all users ―u‖ and all pairs of sets S⊆ 𝑆 1 it’s been mentioned 
and compared in information diffusion in traditional social 
networks, the contact graph [8] of MoSoNets changes dynamically 
and mobile users can pull information from their peers at every 
contact .Note that the delay tolerance threshold determines the 
information dissemination duration [9].
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C. Block Diagram of the Proposed System
The Grid or Server is static in position, provides services 1. 
to all mobile clients. All other nodes are mobile users they 
wants data from the server. We initialize the all properties of 
Mobile Social Networks [3] like bandwidth, queue-length, 
initial energy, location in terms of x-y co-ordinates of each 
node [11]
Server is sending information to selectively chosen users 2. 
called target users by implementing Greedy and Enhanced 
greedy algorithms [12].
Target users download data from the server and disseminate 3. 
to all other mobile users which are in their communication 
range

D. Greedy and Enhanced Greedy Algorithms
We implemented two algorithms Greedy and Enhanced greedy 
algorithms for the selection of target-set. For Greedy algorithm, 
initially the target set is empty so, this work evaluates the 
information dissemination [14] function for every user, and selects 
the most active user (i.e., the one that can infect the largest number 
of uninfected users) into the target set. Then repeat this process, 
in each round selecting the next user from the rest of the mobile 
users with the maximum increase solution into the target set, until 
the k Target-set user selected in a NP-hard problem for both the 
independent cascade model and the linear threshold model [5].

It is not suitable in dynamic environment of the MoSoNets 1. 
[9]
It requires user’s mobility during the dissemination process, 2. 
which may not available at the very beginning. Enhanced 
greedy algorithm is based on Greedy algorithm but it select 
only those users which are frequently using the network and 
staying at the same place for a long time (i.e., .one that can 
infect the largest number of uninfected users) into the target 
set [6]
Which node is static in position having more probability of 3. 
selecting into the target set [9]
This algorithm will select the node in the target set, in such a 4. 
way that it should cover maximum number of nodes [7]

Fig. 4: Block Diagram of the Proposed System

Fig. 4: Greedy and Enhanced Greedy Performance 

IV. Conclusion 
In this paper we propose the Enhanced Greedy algorithm for 
mobile data offloading through opportunistic communications that 
leverages Wi-Fi networks and Bluetooth technology to migrate 
mobile traffic from cellular networks. We explore the target-set 
selection problem for information delivery in MoSoNets. We 
present two algorithms for this problem, Greedy, and Enhanced 
greedy. We evaluate their performance using MATLAB simulator. 
The simulation results show that Enhanced greedy performs 
the better than Greedy algorithms in every case. Offloading 
is a solution to augment these mobile system’s capabilities by 
migrating computation to more resourceful computers (i.e., 
servers). In this work we used one level of target set selection. For 
future enhancement we can use multi level of target-set selection 
with advantages of reduction of the load on core networks. Also 
we can try the evaluation of the implemented algorithms on real 
time application instead of simulation
5. Future work
The latter still experimental exploits the delay tolerance of 
some types of data to optimize their delivery We identified 
some common functional blocks, proposing a general high-level 
architecture valid for any mobile data offloading system. We 
further investigated open research and implementation challenges 
and the existing alternatives to mitigate the cellular overload 
problem the security and privacy plan of users employing mobile-
to-mobile transmissions. Users rarely accept anyone stranger to 
access data stored on their devices. Further challenges include 
the development of an infrastructure to ensure distributed trust 
and security to terminals involved in the offloading process A 
key question in mobile data offloading concerns the role of the 
network provider in the offloading process. Should the operator 
drive carefully the offloading process, or are end-nodes sufficiently 
autonomous to decide for themselves the best offloading strategy? 
In other words, future implementations should clarify how much 
the offloading process will be user-driven or operator-driven. Both 
strategies present advantages and disadvantages. An operator may 
have a better view of the overall network, while a user may have 
only a local and obviously partial view
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